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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY

This report has been commissioned by the Te Aranga Alliance to assess the effects on archaeological
sites from the proposed earthworks for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade, Cannons Creek
Park Wetland and reservoir on Stemhead Lane. It has been prepared to meet the supporting
information requirements of consenting applications made under both the COVID-19 Recovery (FastTrack Consenting) Act 2020 and the archaeological provisions of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Act 2014.
Bothamley Park encompasses the alignment of the Kenepuru stream/Cannons Creek which drains
into the southern arm of Porirua harbour. Many archaeological sites of Māori and Pākehā association
have been recorded around the edges of the harbour, and the tributary streams provided both
freshwater resources and access points in past times making them focal points for settlement and
other human activity.
This report contains a historical narrative of Bothamley Park, and its immediate environs that is
intended to identify and contextualise sites of archaeological potential within the project area. It
draws information from archival sources and secondary history, and reviews other archaeological
work carried out in the immediate area which might be useful in predicting the nature of sites
identified by the historic research and also the likely types of unrecorded archaeological features that
might be uncovered during earthworks.
Archaeological sites identified from archival sources include John Chew’s Porirua sawmill and his
bush tramway (1866-1877) and the site of Bromley’s Ferry Inn (1957-75) which was later occupied by
McGrath’s public House (1877-1914). Champion Street follows the approximate alignment of a
formed road as shown on deeds of title from 1866, and sections of the Bothamley Park walking track
follow what appears to be a bush tramway associated with the sawmill, and in other sections the ‘old
road’ alignment (1904-1968) which is clearly visible on 1940s aerial imagery. There is also potential
for unrecorded archaeological features such as shell middens and ovens to be exposed in works and
the likelihood of these types of sites being present increases with proximity to the harbour edge.
This assessment considers the likely impact of the proposed earthworks on these sites for both
preferred and alternative alignments for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade, Cannons Creek
Park Wetland and reservoir on Stemhead Lane. In the case of the wetland and reservoir, no adverse
archaeological effects have been identified and the potential for unrecorded sites is low. In the case
of the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade, archaeological potential is greater at the western extent
of the proposed works. On prima facie evidence the preferred alignment offers better outcomes for
archaeological preservation than the alternative alignment, but neither alignment can completely
avoid locations of possible archaeological interest. Where archaeological features are exposed in
earthworks the loss of information values is typically mitigated through investigation, sampling and
reporting as mandated through the archaeological authority process.
The project offers an opportunity for enhancing historic heritage values through the placement of
interpretative signage along the Bothamley Park walkway that draws attention to places and features
of archaeological and wider heritage interest and provides local history information.
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I N T ROD U C T I ON

Te Aranga Alliance have commissioned an archaeological assessment of the Bothamley Park Trunk
Sewer Upgrade, Cannons Creek Park Wetland and the site of the existing reservoir at the end of
Stemhead Lane. Bothamley Park, Cannons Creek Park and the site of the existing reservoir at the end
of Stemhead Lane are reserves owned and administered by the Porirua City Council. The upgrade of
the trunk sewer through Bothamley Park is being undertaken to address the insufficient capacity and
poor condition of the existing sewer as well as enable Kāinga Ora’s Porirua Development Regeneration
Project (PDRP) in Eastern Porirua. A new wetland is proposed in Cannons Creek Park to treat urban
stormwater runoff and improve water quality in the Kenepuru Stream, also enabling the PDRP. A
second reservoir is proposed on the site at the end of Stemhead Lane behind the existing reservoir,
providing greater storage of treated water, also enabling the PDRP.
This assessment is based on a preliminary proposed pipe alignment, wetland location and reservoir
location. The route and location may change slightly, however this is not expected to affect the
assessment and recommendations of this report. If the alignment deviates significantly from the
preliminary alignment, this assessment will be reviewed and updated accordingly.
The wider Porirua area has a long history of human occupation and while the suburbs were
predominantly mid-twentieth century developments the Porirua basin was a site of early Māori
settlement, and a focal point for Ngāti Toa settlement from the early nineteenth century. Land around
the harbours was subdivided into 100-acre rural blocks in 1840 as part of the New Zealand Company
scheme, and these were largely carried over in the 1847 Porirua crown purchase. Nineteenth century
industry in the area was largely associated with farming and sawmilling.
Pre-1900 archaeological deposits are protected under New Zealand law from unauthorized disturbance
or damage under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014.
Subsurface Ltd was contracted by Te Aranga Alliance to prepare an archaeological assessment of the
upgrade of the trunk sewer through Bothamley Park to assist with the consenting process. It is intended
that this report will be available to assist with an application to Heritage New Zealand for a general
authority to modify archaeological sites if required.

M E T H OD OL OG Y

The information for this report has been compiled in part from work previously undertaken by the
author for Kāinga Ora for the wider Porirua District (Dodd 2020). Some additional research has been
required to more fully understand the location and likely extent of features identified in the previous
report and a visual inspection was carried out along the alignment.
As with the previous report the historical narrative was compiled from primary and secondary sources.
Deeds registers at Archives NZ, and certificates of title provided details on land ownership history.
Additional research was carried out with reference to the files held in the Heritage New Zealand digital
library and Pataka Library and Museum in Porirua. Online sources including the NZAA Archsite, the
New Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero and the Porirua District Council and Greater Wellington
Regional Council online GIS were reviewed to identify local heritage listings, and historic research was
carried out using archival plans available through DigitalNZ, Retrolens, Landonline and Quickmap.
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C O N S T R A I N T S A N D L I M I TA T I ON S

The topography of Bothamley Park has been subject to considerable twentieth century modification.
This includes the formation of the ‘old road’ at the turn of the century and the filling of the Cannons
Creek central valley to form a sports ground. Where it has been possible to inspect the subsurface there
appears to be significant levels of imported fill which is likely to have obscured any above ground
archaeological features and make it difficult to detect what might have otherwise been shallow features
such as ovens/shell midden.
Further the archival records for much of this area relating to mid-nineteenth century activities such as
sawmilling are sometimes vague and contradictory, so while it possible to ascertain that particular
activities took place, it has been difficult to pin-point specific locations and extents. Until physical
evidence relating to these activities is located archaeological site records should be considered indicative
of extent and location.
While this assessment covers aspects of the Māori history in the wider area, and assesses archaeological
values associated with Māori sites, cultural values have not been assessed in this report. A high-level
preliminary cultural values assessment has been prepared separately by Tū Taiao Ltd (2019), on behalf
of Ngāti Toa Rangatira who hold mana whenua in the Porirua East area and a Cultural Impact
Assessment has been prepared for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade.
This assessment makes reference to historic heritage lists and schedules but does not cover built
heritage values or make any recommendations in that regard.

S TA T U TO RY C O N T E X T

There are two main pieces of legislation in New Zealand that control work affecting archaeological
sites. These are the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 (HNZPTA) and the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA).
Heritage New Zealand administers the HNZPTA. It contains a consent (authority) process for any
work affecting archaeological sites, where an archaeological site is defined as:
(a) any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or part of a building or structure), that:
(i) was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is the site of the wreck of any vessel where
that wreck occurred before 1900; and
(ii) provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to the history of
New Zealand; and
(b) includes a site for which a declaration is made under section 43(1)
Any person who intends carrying out work that may damage, modify or destroy an archaeological site,
or to investigate a site using invasive archaeological techniques, must first obtain an authority from
Heritage New Zealand. The process applies to sites on land of all tenure including public, private and
designated land. The HNZPTA contains penalties for unauthorised site damage or destruction. The
archaeological authority process applies to all sites that fit the HNZPTA definition, regardless of
whether:
• The site is recorded in the New Zealand Archaeological Association Site Recording Scheme
or registered by Heritage New Zealand,
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• The site only becomes known about as a result of ground disturbance, and/or
• The activity is permitted under a district or regional plan, or a resource or building consent
has been granted.
Heritage New Zealand also maintains a list of Historic Places, Historic Areas, Wāhi Tūpuna, Wāhi
Tapu and Wāhi Tapu Areas. The New Zealand Heritage List / Rārangi Kōrero can include
archaeological sites, and its purpose is to inform members of the public about such places and to be a
source of information for the purposes of the RMA.
The RMA requires City, District and Regional Councils to manage the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resources in a way that provides for the wellbeing of today’s
communities while safeguarding the options of future generations. The protection of historic heritage
from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development is identified as a matter of national importance
(section 6f). Historic heritage is defined as those natural and physical resources that contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand's history and cultures, derived from archaeological,
architectural, cultural, historic, scientific, or technological qualities. Historic heritage includes:
• historic sites, structures, places, and areas
• archaeological sites;
• sites of significance to Māori, including wāhi tapu and wāhi tūpuna;
• surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources (RMA section 2).
These categories are not mutually exclusive, and some archaeological sites may include above-ground
structures or may also be places that are of significance to Māori. Where resource consent is required
for any activity, the assessment of effects is required to address cultural and historic heritage matters.
Statutory acknowledgements are outlined in various Claims Settlement Acts and may apply when
consents or archaeological authorities are being sought for activities in certain areas. The purpose of a
statutory acknowledgement is to formally acknowledge statements of association between iwi and
specific areas (often described as ‘Statutory Areas’) of land or coastal waters. The Claims Settlement
Acts also require the notification of resource consent applications affecting those places to the relevant
iwi authority.
Statutory acknowledgements in the Porirua District apply under the Ngāti Toa Rangātira Claims Settlement
Act 2014. Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour is the nearer listed Statutory Area.
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P H Y S I C A L E N V I RO N M E N T

LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHY

Bothamley Park is located to the east of central Porirua and southeast of the Onepoto arm of Porirua
harbour. It follows the alignment of the Kenepuru Stream (Cannons Creek) dividing the suburbs of
Aotea on the north side and Ranui and Cannons Creek on the south side. It is to the east of the present
SH1 and main trunk railway, and to the west of the Transmission Gully alignment presently under
construction (Figures 1 and 2).
The topography of the Porirua basin has been formed as a result of flooded river valleys, with the
Onepoto arm roughly following the alignment of the Ohariu fault. The land within the project area is
hill country dissected by small streams and their tributaries which feed into the Onepoto arm via the
Porirua stream.

Figure 1: Location of project area. See Figure 3 for detail.
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Proposed
Stemhead Lane
reservoir

Proposed Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer upgrade

Proposed
Cannons Creek
wetland

Figure 2: 2016 aerial photography with suburbs labelled in yellow, project area boundary in red
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GEOLOGY AND PEDOLOGY

The basement rock is characterised as Rakaia terrane (Wellington belt greywacke) described as
‘alternating sandstone and mudstone; poorly bedded sandstone with minor coloured mudstone;
conglomerate; basalt; chert’ (Begg and Johnston 2000:20, 65). Where it survives unmodified the
stratigraphy comprises poorly cemented sandstone (greywacke), overlaid with clay, and minor loess
and colluvium. The Kenepuru stream gullies and its tributaries contain deeper alluvium.
The natural soils in the surrounding area have been identified as predominantly Brown earth Korokoro
Hill soils, and while they have not been characterised, the stream gullies within the project area are
likely to comprise silty alluvium with peaty beds, with colluvium and loess on more hilly areas (Healy
1980:56; Molloy 1988:107-109). ‘Brown soils’ appear as moderately weathered grey-brown topsoils
overlying brown to yellow brown subsoils. Around Porirua they are formed from parent greywacke
and its alluvial/colluvial derivatives and commonly occur on hill slopes (Hewitt et.al. 2020:57-72). In
the project area these are typically fine-grained soils with beds of light grey/mottled orange, grey-brown
and brown silts, clayey silts, and occasionally plastic clays.
Imported fills appear to be largely locally derived and are easily recognised here due to the addition of
anthropogenic materials dating from the 1950s or later.
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H I S TO R I C B A C KG RO U N D

MĀORI OCCUPATION

The initial settlement of New Zealand from East Polynesia is believed to have occurred by AD12501300 (c.800 BP/750 cal. BP) (Higham and Jones 2004:232). This is supported by environmental studies
which show widespread forest clearance and establishment of fern species around AD1200-1400
(McGlone and Wilmshurst 1999:12), and by length-frequency studies of whakapapa (Anderson et. al.
2015:56). People rapidly explored and settled the new country shortly after arrival.
Sediment cores from the Pāuatahanui inlet indicate clearance of forest species and emergence of
bracken about 600 years ago. The earliest dated settlement in the Porirua district is at Paremata which
was occupied from around the fourteenth century (McFadgen 2007:264). Fifteenth century dates have
been reported from sites at Mana Island (Horwood et al 1996:19-22) and the Pāuatahanui inlet
(McFadgen 1997:33-34; Leach et al 2009:22).
PRE-CONTACT SETTLEMENT

According to traditional accounts Kupe was the first to explore Porirua harbour in his canoe Matahorua.
Kupe bestowed his name on the island adjacent to the harbour entrance, Te Mana o Kupe. The anchor
stone Te Punga o Matahorua, formerly at Green Point and now in Te Papa museum, is said to have
been left by Kupe during this visit (Best 1925:279-280; Keith 1990:6).
According to ethnographer, Elsdon Best, Ngāi Tara were one of the earlier groups to occupy the
Porirua area (Best 1914). Their eponymous ancestor, Tara, was the son of Whātonga who captained
the Kurahaupō canoe which landed at Hawkes Bay. According to tradition, Whātonga divided the
lower North Island between his sons Tara and Tautoki, with a boundary line extending from the
southern end of Kāpiti Island (Carkeek 1967:12). The descendants of Tautoki’s son Rangitānenui
became the Rangitāne. Also living in the Porirua, Paekākāriki and Hutt Valley areas were the Ngāti
Rangi who were descendants of Rangiheke (McEwen 1986:55). The Muaūpoko, who had settlements
between Wellington and Horowhenua, incorporated elements of Rangitāne, Ngāti Kahungunu and
Ngāti Apa, and shared common ancestry with Ngāi Tara (McEwen 1986:25, Reid 2006:100).
From the early seventeenth century, the Porirua Basin was settled by the Ngāti Ira, who migrated from
the East Coast and were the descendants of Ira-turoto (Ballara 1990:12). Ngāti Ira established
settlements between Pukerua Bay and Terawhiti; around Porirua they had pā at Ration Point, and
Pāuatahanui (Healy 1980:12-13; Sheenan 1988:4-6; Ballara 1990:15). Sometime after Ngāti Ira had
established themselves around the Porirua harbour they are said to have ambushed and defeated a
Ngāti Rangi taua seeking to attack their pā at Pukerua Bay. This is reported to have taken place between
Pāuatahanui and Horokiwi in the mid-eighteenth century (Best 1914; Carkeek 1967:17).
NINETEENTH CENTURY MIGRATION

The arrival of northern iwi in several waves starting with the Tataramoa heke in 1822 led to significant
political change in the lower North Island, including Porirua. The Ngāti Toa chief Te Rauparaha had
seen the region while accompanying an earlier Ngāpuhi expedition, which had encircled the North
Island in 1819-20 (Ballara 2003:303). Faced with escalating pressure in Kawhia, Ngāti Toa sought
refuge from their Ngāti Maniapoto and Waikato enemies, first in north Taranaki, and from there
migrated south accompanied by their allies Te Āti Awa and Ngāti Mutunga.
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Te Rangihaeata’s marriage connections with Ngāti Apa of the Manawatū facilitated initially peaceful
interactions with the resident Ngāti Apa and Muaūpoko, but Muaūpoko were wary on account of past
experience with armed musket taua. A failed preemptive attempt to assassinate Te Rauparaha at Te Wi
near Lake Papaitonga led to war between Muaūpoko and Ngāti Toa. The possession of muskets
afforded Ngāti Toa and their allies significant advantage, and a decisive engagement occurred in 1824
at Waiorua on Kāpiti Island. A large force of Muaūpoko, Ngāti Apa and Rangitāne gathered to attack
Ngāti Toa and Te Ātiawa, who repelled the attack.
After the battle of Waiorua, the Ngāti Ira living around Porirua and Pāuatahanui abandoned the area,
migrating to the Wairarapa and South Island. Ngāti Toa established themselves around Porirua and
occupied the islands of Kāpiti and Mana, while Te Ātiawa and Ngāti Mutunga had settlements around
Wellington harbour, Hutt Valley and Waikanae. Principal Ngāti Toa settlements around the
Pāuatahanui inlet between 1823 and 1852 included Paremata, Motukaraka and Matai-taua (Stodart
2015). The village of Aotea, in the vicinity of the Aotea lagoon, was settled by Rawiri Puaha, and Te
Kanae of Ngāti Toa and was also the site of a tauranga waka (McClean 2002:3)
EUROPEAN ARRIVAL

The earliest European arrivals on the Porirua Coast were the sealing and whaling ships. At first it was
the sealers in the 1820s, followed by the ship-based bay whalers looking to take advantage of the whale
migrations through the Cook Strait. In 1830 this included vessels William Stoveld, Norval, Caroline, and
Hind (Richards 2002:8,13). Shore whaling stations around the Porirua area were established from the
1830s at Mana Island, Korohiwa, and Paremata (Prickett 2002:83-89).
One of the earliest known Pākehā settlers in the Porirua basin was a man by the name of Jackson who
was living at ‘Kinnaperru’ [sic] in 1832 (Richards 2002:10). Jackson ran a ferry between the Porirua
stream mouth and Paremata on the northern shore of the harbour and claimed to have purchased 300
acres of land there from Te Rangihaeata and Te Hiko (OLC284/410a). According to historian Rhys
Richards the Porirua Jackson may have been William Jackson or his contemporary, another whaler
James Jackson who gave his name to Jacksons Bay in the South Island (Richards 2002:10). According
to Dawber who has extensively researched the Jackson family history it is likely to have been William
Jackson on the basis of the Land Claim and the evidence that he was still at Porirua in 1843, when the
inn was visited by Edward Jollie and Arthur Allom (Dawber 2001:290-291). In his 1840 land claim
Jackson said he had been resident in New Zealand for seven years, and it seems likely that he was the
same Jackson who had arrived in New Zealand in 1822, was living on Mana Island with a Māori wife
in 1836 and was known amongst Ngāti Toa as ‘Uri’ (Drawber 2001:286-289). Jackson had left by 1844,
but for many years the area around the mouth of the Porirua stream remained known as Jackson’s
ferry (Best 1914). From 1835, another Pākehā, Joseph Thoms was resident at Paremata also running a
ferry service across the mouth of the Pāuatahanui inlet, and a link with Jacksons ferry.
Early ‘purchases’ of the Porirua area were made by New Zealand Company agent William Wakefield
in 1839. After concluding a deal for the purchase of Wellington from Te Ātiawa, William Wakefield
travelled to Kāpiti to negotiate the ‘purchase’ of the remaining lands between Whanganui and the upper
South Island from Ngāti Toa. A third deal involved land between the Manawatū and Patea which
Wakefield ‘purchased’ from Whanganui chiefs (Luiten 1992:6-7). To finance its operations, the New
Zealand Company presold Land Orders to settlers and speculators in London in August 1839 in
advance of the arrival of Wakefield in New Zealand on board the Tory in September 1839. The
negotiations commenced after the first wave of settlers embarked from England.
British settlers arrived to take possession of their lands purchased from the New Zealand Company in
early 1840. By 1841 settlers had cleared a former Māori track between Wellington and Porirua into a
11

bridle path and then road 5-feet wide (Carman 1970:7-9; Wakefield 1845:1). Te Rauparaha was not
opposed to arrival of Pākehā settlers and had profited from the increased opportunity for trade offered
by the close proximity of shore whaling stations in the 1820s and 30s. Both Te Rauparaha and Te
Rangihaeata signed the Treaty of Waitangi at Kāpiti in 1840 (Keith 1990:17-18), but they objected to
the alienation of their land and refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the New Zealand Company
purchases around Porirua.
In 1841 the British Crown passed the Land Claims Ordinance Act and set up an enquiry to investigate
private land purchases. Much of the New Zealand Company claim including the land at Porirua was
subsequently deemed inadequate and it was decided to renegotiate those transactions under Crown
Purchase.

Figure 3: Detail of SO 10413 (1841) showing the 100-acre rural sections along the margins of Porirua harbor
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Figure 4: Detail of SO10420 (1843) overlaid onto aerial showing details of original purchasers, project area in red

Figure 5: Detail of 1843 plan of the country sections and survey districts. Project area overlaid in red.1

1 Sketch of the country districts in the vicinity of Port Nicholson, New Zealand, Jan. 4th, 1843 / engraved by R.H. Davies. London: Smith

Elder for the New Zealand Company. https://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE209796
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CONFLICT

The persistence of the Pākehā settlers seeking to fell bush and occupy land they had purchased from
the New Zealand Company created a tension between themselves and Ngāti Toa. One of the early
sawmills in the area established on the Porirua Stream in 1842 by Joseph Hurley, Joseph Torr, Benjamin
Lewis Lowndes and Thomas Parry was forced to close down and relocate to Captain Daniell’s
‘Trelissick’ farm at Ngaio in 1843. Te Rangihaeata also declared a blockade of the route between Taupō
pā and Pukuerua Bay and drove the whalers from their settlement at Paremata (Heath and Balham
1994:10-11). This confrontation, and the incident in the Wairau led Te Rangihaeata to move from the
exposed settlements at Mana and Taupō to occupy Matai-taua pā at Pāuatahanui.
Following an attack on British troops at Boucott’s Farm in the Hutt Valley in 1846 the assailants
withdrew to Matai-taua, and Governor George Grey responded by sending British troops. A number
of stockades were built along the Porirua Road and a barracks was established at Paremata. Te
Rauparaha was arrested, and Te Rangihaeata withdrew to a position at Battle Hill in the Horokiwi
valley where he was engaged by British troops who were aided by a contingent of Te Ātiawa and was
eventually driven from the area to resettle in Whanganui (Keith 1990:20-21).
CROWN PURCHASE

Despite the original purchase being disallowed the colonial government wanted to expedite the New
Zealand Company settlement in Porirua. The sale of the Porirua Block by Ngāti Toa to the Crown
occurred in April 1847, and this allowed the New Zealand Company to honour its original land sales
and recommenced selling the already surveyed sections. With the Porirua purchase concluded, Te
Rauparaha was released.
Reserves set aside in 1847 were known as the McCleverty reserves, named after William Anson
McCleverty who was appointed to resolve the interests of Māori and the New Zealand Company. They
were similar to the tenths reserves of the New Zealand Company which were based on the theory that
the price in ‘real’ terms included the improved value of the reserve land as the nearby European lands
were developed. After the Crown purchase in 1847 the sections were bought sold and subdivided
freely and transactions recorded against the deeds, although many Crown Grants for Porirua East were
not formalized on the titles until 1876.
EARLY ENTERPRISE

In 1848 the Wellington Porirua Road was extended along the south side of the Pāuatahanui inlet and
over the Paekākāriki Hill via the Horokiwi valley (Figures 6 and 7). Construction of the road was
supervised by Captain Andrew Hamilton Russell of the 58th Regiment, and along the southern arm of
Porirua harbour works were carried out by a Māori work party led by a Mr Bazelgette (New Zealand
Spectator and Cook’s Strait Guardian 23.06.1849, p.4).
In 1857 a settler by the name of James Bromley established a Ferry Inn near the confluence of the
Porirua and Kenepuru Streams. James Hindsley Bromley (1820-1878) had emigrated from Kent
England. The earliest description of the ferry inn is in a July 1858 notice offering it for sale or lease
together with ‘a four-stall stable, loose boxes, and outhouses’ on 50 acres of lot 62 in the Porirua
District (Wellington Independent 28.07.1858, p.4). It was noted as being bounded by both the ‘old’ and
‘new’ roads with a frontage of 17 chains (140 metres).
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A subsequent sale notice for the same a couple of years later listed “house, stables with loose boxes,
pig sties, fowl-houses, stock-yard, milking shed” on about 7 acres with fenced paddocks, orchard and
gardens (Wellington Independent 03.04.1860, p.2). It appears to have been briefly run by William Jenkins,
but by November 1861 Bromley advertised that he had ‘again taken’ the Ferry Inn at Porirua (Wellington
Independent 23.10.1860, 2; 10.12.1861, p.3).
In October 1877, James Bromley was offering to sell 43 acres of section 62 together with a ‘dwellinghouse, stable and other buildings’ (New Zealand Times 08.10.1877, p.4). Between 1865-1871 the ferry
hotel was run by Thomas Bould who leased the property from Bromley at £65 /year (Wellington
Independent 27.04.1865, p.2). It was reopened as a temperance hotel in 1874 with P. Stevens as proprietor
(New Zealand Times 03.08.1874, p.4). The Ferry Hotel burnt down in August 1875, and also damaged
the telegraph wires passing in front of the house (New Zealand Herald 14.08.1875, p.3). The hotel had
been put up for sale after an application for a new liquor license had been declined, and an inquest into
the fire returned a verdict that there was no evidence to show how the fire had started, but the jury
wished to express their opinion that it appeared to have occurred under suspicious circumstances
(Evening Post 20.08.1875, p.2).
In 1877 the newspapers reported that “A large and commodious hotel is being erected at Porirua on
the site of the old Ferry Hotel, which was recently burnt down while Mr Nelson was the landlord. The
hotel is being erected for Mr McGrath, to whom we wish success.” (New Zealand Mail 07.04.1877, p.14).
John McGrath had purchased the northern 57 acres of s.108 at the Porirua stream mouth in 1865.
McGrath died shortly after and the hotel was taken over by Mr Hood, who dropped dead while serving
at the bar (New Zealand Mail 03.08.1878, p.17).
The Porirua East area was still densely forested in the 1860s and in order to establish farms, new settlers
cleared the bush by felling large trees and undergrowth, then setting fire to the dried remnants a few
months later. This left the charred stumps which would also be dug out and burnt. There was typically
more timber available than what was required for the construction of homesteads and saw-milling
became one of Porirua’s early industries (Keith 1990:22). One of the early sawmills in the Porirua area
was established on the side of the Kenepuru stream by timber merchants John Chew and Thomas
Wagg on land obtained from John McGrath.
John Chew (1825-1888) was an engineer from Lancashire who arrived in Wellington on the Oliver Lang
in 1858 (Bremner 1983:26). He commenced trading as a timber merchant and purchased land at Ngaio
in 1859 and took over the ‘Kaiwarra’ mill in 1863. Chew went into partnership with Thomas Wagg
between 1869 and 1875. Chew also went on to establish sawmills at Carterton and the Hutt Valley. He
had a central Wellington timber yard and offices in Willis Street in the vicinity of what is now Chews
Lane (Irvine-Smith 1949:213). Other early sawmills in the Porirua basin were established at Duck Creek
in c.1863 by Hurley and Carter on the property owned by Francis Bradey, and Jones and Woodman
were also operating a mill by 1875 (Ward 1928:451; Healy 1980:29).
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Figure 6: Detail from Fitzgerald’s 1849 map of the north road with project area shown in red.2 Shows approximate
locations of Jackson’s Ferry and Browns Inn.
100-ACRE SECTIONS

The 100-acre country sections of the New Zealand Company and 1847 Crown purchase were laid out
according to survey districts. In the vicinity of what is now Porirua East those around the margins of
the harbour were part of the Kinapora [Kenepuru] /Porirua District, while further inland to the east
were in the Tukapu [Takapu] District. The 1847 Crown Purchase provided for three blocks to be set
aside as reserves for Māori owners. The Aotea block (otherwise known as No.5 Porirua Reserve)
covered New Zealand Company sections 102-106, and was described as follows:
“We have likewise his again in reserve, the boundary of which runs from Jackson’s house until it reaches the Creek on
the side of the cultivated ground of Te Hiko, then runs straight along the river running along the back of the ridge, then
breaking out again to the water side at Papako[w]hai a little outside of the settlement of Oahu.” (Turton’s Deeds
vol.2 p.127)
Prior to the advent of the 1856 New Zealand Native Reserves Act and Native Land Court these reserves
were to be inalienable and could only be leased or sold with the approval of the commissioner. From
1856 the New Zealand Native Reserves Act vested Māori reserves with commissioners who were able
to lease them to prospective farmers or to sell them with the permission of the governor. Amendments
to the reserve legislation in 1862 allowed for the issue of titles to Māori owners by the Native Land
Court, who could then sell or lease the land.

2 Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry, 1824-1888. Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry, 1824-1888: North Road [ms map]. [Johnsonville to near Paekakariki]

(signed) A.H. Russell, Captn 58th Reg[imen]t, Sup[erintenden]t of Mil[itar]y Roads [1849].. Ref: MapColl-832.47gmbd/[1849]/Acc.460.
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. https://natlib.govt.nz/records/22334880
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Figure 7: Detail of SO10601 (c.1884) showing “Landing Place” and corner of “Jackson’s claim”

Figure 8: Detail of Crown grant plan SO 10601 (1884)
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Figure 9: Detail of SO10983 showing Crown Grants and McCleverty reserves

Figure 10: Detail of ML2854 (1872) showing subdivision of the Aotea block and McGraths Public House
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Figure 11: Fast-track area in relation to 100-acre rural section boundaries
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KINAPORA NO.108

The Crown grant for Section 108 was awarded to John William Liddiard, of Surrey England. Liddiard
died in 1858 without ever visiting New Zealand, and in November 1864 the section was sold to William
Earp, a settler farmer living on the Porirua Road (10D218). Earp also purchased Kinapora No.39 on
the Porirua Road in the same transaction.
In September 1865 Earp sold the northern 50 acres of section 108
to John McGrath, licenced victualler for £200 (10D628). John
McGrath (1827-1888) and his partner Cornelius Fisher (18311914) ran the Porirua Ferry from 1864, and by 1865 another hotel
had been established at the mouth of the Porirua stream by
McGrath, taking the place of the earlier Jacksons Ferry. In June
1866 John McGrath and John Mills sold one and a half acres of
that land along with ‘the sawmill and mill buildings now being on
that said piece of land and all the machinery belonging to the said
mill and worked therewith’ to timber merchants John Chew and
Figure 12: Detail from 14D272
Thomas Wagg (14D272). The deed for the transaction between
McGrath and Chew shows the land in question as part of section
108 bounded by the Kenepuru stream on one side and a formed private road on the other (Figure 12).
This section of early road is mentioned in a number of deeds and appears to have terminated near the
boundary with section 107
William Earp sold the southern half of section 108 to Cornelius Fisher for £200 in June 1866 (19D12).
John Chew sold the sawmill land to Thomas Windley in August 1878, who leased the property in 1883.
The first lease was to Riehard Smith, then in 1885 to Walter Rest, along with a butcher’s shop in
Porirua. Rest was a butcher in Johnsonville who subleased half an acre to fellow butchers the Garrett
brothers Alfred and Ernest Stanley (86D355).
At some time prior to 1897 the northern part of section 108 was purchased by Patrick Mungavin
(Evening Post 17.05.1897). Patrick Mungavin (1853-1926) was a sheep farmer of Irish descent. He leased
land in the Aotea Block from 1881, purchased 118 acres of land outright in November 1889. He
purchased a further 71 acres of the Aotea Block in 1907. The Mungavin homestead was built in 1915,
on a site 38 metres to the west of where the building is presently located (Penman 2015:240). After
Patrick’s death in October 1926, a realignment of the railway line in 1928 saw the property reduced in
size, and in July 1930 a certificate of title was issued to Patrick’s sons Harold Mungavin (1900-1978)
and Reginald Mungavin (1906-1988) for 105 acres of what was previously section 108 (WN400/55).
In 1948 a substantial portion of the Mungavin land was acquired for State Housing Development and
in 1949 the land in the immediate vicinity of Kivell Street, south of Mungavin Avenue was the location
used for a Public Works Accommodation Camp (Penman 2015:92). 120 surplus army huts were erected
there, along with a cookhouse and a recreation hall (Te Awaiti 04.08.1989). The camp was eventually
dismantled in 1966.
The Mungavins sold the reminder of their land in 1958, and in 1986 the homestead was purchased by
the Porirua City Council. In 1987 it was relocated to its present site to preserve it from the planned
motorway works (see Figure 14).
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KINAPORA NO.107

The New Zealand Company Land Order for section 107 was purchased by Robert Hart Pike and his
wife Elizabeth in 1839. Robert and Elizabeth purchased eight land orders in the settlements of
Wellington and New Plymouth but remained living in London.
In 1873 Robert Hart acting on behalf of the Pikes contracted to sell section 107 to sawmiller John
Chew, and this was given effect in May 1875 (34D495). Chew was then able to use the property as
security on a £2,000 loan from the Colonial Bank of NZ (36D934). The Crown Grant was issued to
Robert Hill, George Hart and Robert Hart in December 1876 and duly transferred to John Chew
(10G311). John Chew retained ownership until September 1878 when he sold section 107 along with
the sawmill on 108 and sections 21 and 23 of the Takapu District for £2,300 to Thomas Windley
(55D185). Thomas Windley was an immigrant settler from Derbyshire, England who arrived in
Dunedin in the early 1860s, and soon after moved to Wellington (Otago Daily Times 22.12.1904, p.7)
Thomas Windley (1826-1904) farmed the land until his death in December 1904, and ownership was
eventually transferred to two of his four sons Ernest Windley (1874-1961) and William Windley (18681937) in August 1909 (184D316). The house was subdivided onto a separate section which was
transferred to Ernest. Ernest and William were issued a new certificate of title for the property in June
1930 (WN400/54).
AOTEA BLOCK (KINAPORA NOS.104-106)

New Zealand Company land orders were purchased by Daniel Riddiford and R D Hanson. Although
surveyed out as 100-acre sections, sections 102-106 formed part of the No.5 Porirua Reserve set aside
for Māori from the 1847 Crown Purchase. Part of this land was sold as the Papakowhai Block in 1862.
In 1864 reserve No.5 was subdivided into smaller blocks including Okowhai (schedule D, comprising
sections 102-104), and Aotea (schedule C, comprising sections 105-106). The Okowhai block was held
in trust for Mihaka Tumuakirangi, Wi Parata and others, and the Aotea block was leased to Cornelius
Fisher and John Whitehouse in 1865.
John Whitehouse (1845-1895) was a sheep farmer born on the Tawa Flat to parents who had arrived
in Wellington on 22 May 1841 (Marlborough Witness 13.09.1895, p.2). Cornelius Fisher (as mentioned
above was in partnership with John McGrath. The Aotea Block came before Native Land Court again
in 1869 and was subsequently divided into titles which were variously awarded to Raiha Puaha, Pene
Koti, Rawiri Puaha, Hohepa Horomona, Hohaia Pokaitara and Kani Kamu (WAI2200 A206:142-145).
Sections 102-104 were leased to Harry Bowler in March 1865. Title issued to Wi Parata in April 1875.
Leased to John McGrath in October 1879. Lease transferred to Mungavin in April 1884 (Deeds Index
vol.4 AFIH W5691/46). Section 105 was issued to Wi Parata in April 1875.
In October 1879 Charles Heaphy as commissioner of Native Reserves leased 238 acres of Aotea 5 to
John McGrath for a period of 21 years (Deeds Register 60/512). From 1880 the Aotea Block was
leased by John McGrath, and in 1881 the lease was transferred to Patrick Mungavin, who eventually
purchased the land in 1891, acquiring the whole block by 1907. The Mungavins farmed the Aotea land
until 1959
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TAKAPU NO.21

The New Zealand Company Land Order for Takapu section 21 was purchased by William Morford,
of Kent England (10G186). When Morford died in 1861 the section was bequeathed to his widow
Mary Ann Morford. She remarried to Thomas Cobb and in July 1872 they sold section 21 to John
Chew (23D914).
In August 1878 John Chew sold Takapu sections 21 and 23 and Kinapora 107 to Thomas Windley
(55D185) for £2,300. Thomas Windley (1830-1904) farmed the land until died in December 1904, and
ownership was eventually transferred to Ernest (1874-1961) and William Windley (1868-1937) in
August 1909 (184D316). Ernest and William were issued a new certificate of title for the property in
June 1930 (WN400/54.
TAKAPU NO.23

Seven New Zealand Company Land Orders were purchased by John Heath in 1839, including Takapu
section 23. Heath died in March 1869, and his land selection passed to his daughter Elizabeth Heath,
spinster and son Christopher Heath, both of London. They used the land as security against a mortgage
in December 1871 (23D321). The Crown Grant was recorded against the title in 1875 (10G147).
Sawmiller and timber merchant John Chew purchased from Elizabeth Heath in December 1875, while
the property was still under mortgage (38D456). After felling the timber Chew sold Takapu sections
21 and 23 and Kinapora107 to Thomas Windley in August 1878 (55D185) for £2,300.
Thomas Windley (1830-1904) farmed the land until his death in December 1904. Ownership of the
farm was eventually transferred to Thomas’ sons Ernest (1874-1961) and William Windley (1868-1937)
in August 1909 (184D316). Ernest and William were issued a new certificate of title for the property
in June 1930 (WN400/54).
TAKAPU NO.25

The land order for section 25 was purchased by David Ramsay in 1939. Ramsay borrowed money to
purchase ten land orders from the New Zealand Company, and a year later declared bankruptcy
(1D398). His lenders, Fright and Company, took possession of the sections they were transferred back
to the New Zealand Company in 1847.
A crown grant was subsequently allocated to Charles Stevens (1812-1871), farmer in 1879 (12G209).
Stevens had gifted the to his son Charles Thompson Stevens (1846-1921) in Sept 1869 (25D517).
According to a 1904 map the Stevens homestead was located towards the north-western corner of
section 25 in what is now the Summerset Aotea village. This land was within the Papakowhai Block
which was purchased by the government in May 1862 (Boast 2007:258). The same map shows
Thomspon’s road as a formed alignment through the eastern end of Bothamley Park extending through
Sections 107, 23 and 25. It appears as Upper Takapu Road on survey plans from 1904 (SO 15225).
The portion through Section 25 appears to have been formally surveyed in 1907 (A2362) and the road
remained in use until it was formally closed in 1968 (SO27090).
A certificate of title which amalgamated sections 25 and 27 and the northern part of 26 into a single
title was issued to Francis Eugene McParland in August 1911 (WN192/194). Francis and his brother
James McParland sold to Gordon Osmond and Charles Clifton Osmond, and they in turn sold to
William Roleston McLeod, a farmer from Wainuiomata in November 1911.
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Figure 13: Detail of SO21495 showing buildings along Champion Street and Mepham Place on section 108

Figure 14: Detail of SO15225(1904)
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Figure 15: Detail from 1904 map of Tawa and environs (reproduced from Murray 2014).

Figure 16: Detail of 1941 aerial sn163 183 8 with Upper Takapu Road traversing the eastern part of the reserve.
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SUBDIVISION AND STATE HOUSING

The Porirua Basin was approved as an area for state housing in the post war years by Peter Fraser’s
Labour Government in November 1945 (Penman 2015:89). The Minster of Works, Bob Semple took
an active interest in the Porirua Basin, which facilitated its development. The initial focus was on Titahi
Bay, but reluctance of landowners to sell and of government ministers to enforce purchase saw the
focus shift to Elsdon and Porirua East. A workers’ camp was established by the Ministry of Works in
1949 (Figures 35 and 36), and the first 480 houses in Porirua East were constructed on the Mungavin
block in that same year (Penman 2015:96). By 1956 there were 1,270 units of state house in the Porirua
East area, with a further planned 1,800 to be constructed (Penman 2015:102).

Figure 17: Overlay of SO21178 (1944) showing lands taken for state housing purposes
Houses and sections were initially placed according to the traditional method of running roads along
ridgelines with houses either side. This was seen as an inefficient use of land and was not delivering
houses in sufficient quantities. The acquisition of ex-American earthmoving machinery after the war
and improved understanding of engineering also facilitated the large scale recontouring of unsuitable
hill sections in Porirua East from 1959. Steep terrane was recontoured with cuts up to 10 metres deep
were achieved using Euclid TS24 Motor Scrapers which could move 25m3 of earth at 50 km/hr
(Penman 102-103). The amount of earth shifted during construction of the Porirua East suburbs is
estimated to have been over 7,500,000 m3 (Penman 2015:104-105; Noonan 1975:220). Figure 37-40
show the progress of works, and the digital elevation model shown in Figure 41 gives an indication of
the degree of earthworks and recontouring.
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Figure 18: Detail of Evening Post photograph showing the Porirua East area in 1958.3 Note MWD camp centre frame

Figure 19: Aerial view of Cannons Creek in 1969. Archives NZ.4
3 Aerial view of the construction of a railway line shortcut across Porirua Harbour. Evening post (Newspaper. 1865-2002) :Photographic

negatives and prints of the Evening Post newspaper. Ref: EP/1958/1594-8-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
/records/23257364
4 https://www.flickr.com/photos/archivesnz/35016894203
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Figure 20: SN163 183 8 (1941)

Figure 21: SN1005 F 9 (1956)

Figure 22: SN1407 3290 47 (1966)

Figure 23: SN3672 4733 5 (1973)
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P R E V I O U S A R C H A E OL OG I C A L WOR K

The first documentation of archaeological sites in the Porirua District was carried out by ethnographer
Elsdon Best. Best first published his history of the early settlement of the Porirua area as a series
appearing in the Canterbury Times (Best 1914). Best described archaeological features around the
coastline between Te Anapaura, south of Titahi Bay, and Paekākāriki. Best did not record any places
in the Bothamley Park area. He observed that:
“The valley of the Kenepuru, including Tawa Flat, as also Cameron’s [Cannons] Creek, do not appear to have been ever
occupied by the Maori; they were covered with dense forest when the early settlers arrived, as also were the surrounding
hills. Wending our way from the station, the point of terrace like formation between the railway line and the road up
Cameron’s Creek (? Aotea) [sic] formerly showed signs of having been occupied in the form of shell refuse. From the creek
on to Paremata railway station are many places formerly occupied by natives, many of them being homes of the original
peoples, while small settlements of Ngati Toa have existed at Aotea, Papakowhai, Oahu etc. Such sites are marked by
shell middens and occasional hut sites. The first ones met with are on the lower slopes of the hill known as Tamanga-akohu, just above the road…” (Best 1914:9).
He further described shell middens around Porirua in a paper published in the New Zealand Journal of
Science and Technology (Best 1918). Best also made reference to the early Pākehā settlers at Jacksons ferry
and McGraths Hotel (Best 1914:13).
Researcher Leslie Adkin also made notes on the history of the Porirua Basin and produced maps
showing the principal overland tracks used by Māori linking the Porirua, Taranganui-a-Tara and
Heretaunga (Figure 30). Of these, one track referred to by Best as ‘Te Korokoro (Murray and Wood
2008:212) passes through the western end of Bothamley Park. Another track shown on Adkin’s map
linking Pāuatahanui and Porirua passes through the project area, but unlike the others is not referenced
as a Māori track.

Figure 24: Detail of Best and McLeod’s 1918 map of Wellington County District, shewing native names.5

5 Alexander Turnbull Library MapColl 832.47ee[1916]635 https://natlib.govt.nz/records/38191389
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Figure 25: Detail of Adkin’s plan showing principal Māori placenames

Figure 26: Detail of Adkin’s plan showing principal Māori tracks (highlighted in orange). Passing through Bothamley
Park is Te Korokoro leading overland to Petone (referenced by Eldson Best (Murray and Wood (eds) 2008:212)
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The New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) began its nationwide site recording scheme in
1958, and one of the more active amateur groups formed as the Wellington Archaeological Society
which started recording archaeological sites in 1959. Within the first year of recording a total of 35
sites had been recorded around the Porirua harbour including pā, pits, terraces, and midden sites (Davis
1959). In 1964 the Wellington Archaeological Society field trip included a visit to the Bothamley (Gear)
homestead, and it was noted that artefacts had been previously found in the gardens. These were
recorded in the Archaeological Association site recording scheme as R27/25, but the record does not
describe the artefacts. The following year Wellington Archaeological Society members D. Riseborough,
B. Richardson and B. McFadgen returned to excavate pit site R27/26 on the north facing slope, north
of the homestead (Figure 44). The excavation revealed two raised-rim storage pits with associated
drains and postholes which would have supported the roof. Significant investigations in the Porirua
Basin at this time also included those at the site of the Paramata barracks (Davis 1963), and the archaic
site at the Mana Cruising Club (Davidson 1978).

Figure 27: Photographs showing the 1965 excavation of R27/26 immediately north of the Gear Homestead
Since that time there has been limited archaeological work in the Porirua East area. In 2002 an
archaeological assessment was carried out of the Aotea Block for Carrus Ltd (Greig 2002). No new
sites were recorded and those previously identified in the immediate vicinity were not able to be
relocated. It was noted that the site distribution pattern showed a lower density of sites around the
southern Porirua harbor, and that midden features were more commonly encountered closer to the
water’s edge. Earthworks for the road were considered likely to have caused some sites to have been
destroyed (Greig 2002:8). Greig also undertook an upgrade of archaeological site information for the
Porirua City Council and Archaeological Association in 2005-06 (Greig 2006).
Since that time monitoring has been carried out by the author at the Gear Homestead and woolshed
(Dodd 2014, 2015), and assessment work has been undertaken in the vicinity of the Papakowhai
Homestead and Bowlers wharf (Dodd 2013), Duck Creek subdivision (Dodd 2015), Transmission
Gully alignment (Grouden and O’Keeffe 2011), and Porirua East Kāinga Ora redevelopment (Dodd
2020).
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PREVIOUSLY RECORDED SITES AND LISTED PLACES

Previous to this assessment there were seven recorded sites in the Porirua East suburbs of Ranui and
Cannons Creek, with one of these located in Bothamley Park (Figure 28). Two new sites have been
recorded, arising from the archival research undertaken for this assessment. Sites recorded in the
NZAA Site Recording Scheme, New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero and scheduled in the
Porirua District Plan in close proximity to the project area are shown in figures 28-31 below:

Figure 28: Archsite map generated 01.10.2021 showing locations of recorded archaeological sites.
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NZAA

Site type

Location

Recorded by

R27/10
R27/25
R27/26
R27/27
R27/28
R27/29
R27/47
R27/123
R27/242
R27/322
R27/507
R27/508
R27/509

Midden/oven
Artefact find
Pit/terrace
Midden/oven
Midden/oven
Midden/oven
Pit/terrace
Pit/terrace/midden
Military stockade
Homestead
Transport/communication
Homestead
Midden/oven

Aotea
Gear Homestead
Whitford Brown Ave
Papkowhai Road
Coastal margin, Papkowhai
Papkowhai Road
Aotea, opposite Mana College
Papakowhai Road
Lyttelton Ave, Porirua
Gear Homestead/Okiwi
Bowlers wharf Road
Papakowhai homestead
Papakowhai

Daniels, 1964
Daniels, 1964
Richardson, 1964
Daniels, 1964
Daniels, 1964
Daniels, 1964
McKinlay, 1973
McFadgen, 1980
Walton, 2002
Dodd, 2010
Dodd, 2013
Dodd, 2013
Dodd, 2013

R27/694
R27/695
R27/696
R27/697
R27/698
R27/699
R27/700
R27/780
R27/781

Industrial (sawmill)
Farmstead (Windley)
Camp (MOW)
Farmstead (Mexted)
Farmstead (Meagher)
Farmstead (Thompson)
Homestead (Mungavin)
Commercial (hotel)
Building (unspecified)

Kenepuru Stream
Champion and Hereford Street
Kivell Avenue
Mungavin Avenue
Driver Avenue
Mungavin Avenue
Mepham Place
Kenepuru stream east side of SH1
Kenepuru stream west side of SH1

Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2020
Dodd, 2021
Dodd, 2021

Figure 29: Recorded Archaeological sites within one kilometre of the project area
Plan ID

Name

Location

List ID

HHB-012
HHB-014
HHB-026
HHB-031

House
House
Mungavin homestead and grounds
House
Ora Toa Health Centre
Awa iti

31 Huanui Street
41 Huanui Street
1D Mungavin Avenue
16 Arawhata Street
201 Warspite Avenue
Cannons Creek, Kenepuru stream

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
9742
n/a

Figure 30: Scheduled and listed Heritage
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Figure 31: NZ Heritage List on-line map showing properties around Porirua Harbour

Figure 32: Places scheduled in Greater Wellington Regional Council Proposed Natural Resources Plan
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Figure 33: Locations of listed, nominated and scheduled heritage places, and recorded archaeological sites.
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P RO P OS E D WOR K S

The Eastern Porirua Regeneration Project was announced by the Prime Minister in November 2018.
It is proposed to replace 2,000 existing state homes with approximately 2,300 new state homes and
1,500 new market/affordable homes over a 20-25-year period. The project is being delivered in
partnership between Kāinga Ora, Porirua City Council (PCC), Ngāti Toa who are all partners of the
Te Aranga Alliance. The project provides an opportunity to address the increasing housing demand
issues in New Zealand. The project area of the development encompasses the entire area of Eastern
Porirua and its suburbs.
Three bulk infrastructure projects have been approved as Referred Projects for the Fast-Track process
under the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Referred Projects Order 20:
• Construction of a new High-Level Water Reservoir;
• Replacement of the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer; and
• Construction of a Stormwater Treatment Wetland at Cannons Creek Park.
This archaeological assessment is concerned with the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer replacement,
stemhead reservoir and the stormwater treatment wetland at Cannons Creek Park. Separate fast-track
consent applications are being prepared for each of these projects.
The proposed works for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer replacement are outlined in the following
diagrams (Figures 34-38). Full sized versions will be supplied separately to accompany the authority
application.

Figure 34: Overview of Figures 35-38 (image supplied).
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Figure 35: Proposed works DG-2501 (image supplied).
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Figure 36: Proposed works DG-2502 (image supplied).
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Figure 37: Proposed works DG-2503 (image supplied).
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Figure 38: Proposed works DG-2504 (image supplied).
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ASSESSMENT

INSPECTIONS

On 9 July 2021 the author was asked to inspect a geotechnical excavation in close proximity to the
recorded sawmill site R27/694 (see Figures 28, 33) which was being conducted under an archaeological
discovery protocol (ref. correspondence between Te Aranga and HZNPT 25.06.2021).
Geotechnical investigations involved a 2.5 x 2.0 metre excavation to a depth of +2.0 metres. The top
600-700 mm were redeposited fill and contained modern plastic (Figure 41). There was no observable
soil formation at the interface between layers suggesting the cut and fill were contemporary with each
other. From about 2.0 metres clays started to gley and become gravelly and waterlogged. No
archaeological finds were uncovered.
The author was also asked to inspect photographs and to give an opinion on marine shell encountered
in an earlier geotechnical investigation on the north side of the Kenepuru stream near the end of
Mepham Place (ref. correspondence between Te Aranga and A Dodd 09.07.2021). The shell had been
encountered at a depth of 0.3 metres within the redeposited fill which was interpreted as being 2.0
metres deep at this location (Figures 39 and 40). The shell was probably of archaeological origin, but
in a redeposited context and no insitu remains appear to have been disturbed. It was noted that this
location was within the footprint of a building shown on aerial photographs from the 1960s.
A walkover inspection was undertaken by the author in the company of Andrew Hay (Civil Engineer,
Te Aranga Alliance) and Anahera Nin (Resource Management Advisor Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira)
Toa on 16 September 2021.
During the walkover it was possible to inspect exposed earthworks cuts and erosion faces in some
locations in order to get a sense of depositional layering. No pre-1900 archaeological features or
deposits were observed during the walkover.
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Figure 39: Shell fragments in fill layer (supplied)

Figure 40: Imported clay fill over natural alluvium
(supplied)

Figure 41: Geotech investigations at sawmill site showing 700mm of imported fill in this location (09.07.2021)
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Figure 42: Location of proposed trenchless access point – looking south east towards Mepham Place (16.09.2021)

Figure 43: Artificially straightened stream course near end of Mepham Place – looking northwest (16.09.2021)
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Figure 44: Artificially straightened stream course near end of Mepham Place – looking east (16.09.2021)

Figure 45: ‘Old road’ c.1904 formation (16.09.2021)
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Figure 46: ‘Old road’ c.1904 formation (16.09.2021)

Figure 47 ‘Old road’ c.1904 formation (16.09.2021)
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Figure 48: ‘Old road’ c.1904 formation (16.09.2021)

Figure 49: Modern concrete culverts replacing section of ‘old road’ formation (16.09.2021)
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Figure 50: Existing pipe alignment in the stream bed (16.09.2021)

Figure 51 Existing pipe alignment in the stream bed (16.09.2021)
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Figure 52: Proposed wetland area – looking south-southeast (16.09.2021)

Figure 53: Proposed wetland area – looking south (16.09.2021)
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Figure 54: Artificially created channel on eastern side of Figure 55: Artificially created channel on eastern side
proposed wetland area – looking south (16.09.2021)
of proposed wetland area – looking north

Figure 56: Mid-twentieth century water engineering works (16.09.2021)
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POTENTIAL FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

Although there is no observable above ground evidence within the fast-track consenting area the
following sites have been identified on the basis of historic research as being within, or in close
proximity to the project area.
Where given specific locations referred to in this report should be considered indicative, and the full
extent of archaeological features associated with these sites remains unknown.
Some potential sites and features remain unrecorded due to limited available information or location
details, archsite records may be filed later if physical evidence of nineteenth century features is
encountered.
R27/694

John Chew’s Porirua sawmill (1866-77)

E1755140 N5444550

John Chew had established his sawmill on the Kenepuru stream by June 1866. The one and a half acres
on which the sawmill was situated was sold to Chew by John McGrath and was bounded by the stream
on one side and a formed road on the other (in the vicinity of modern-day Champion Street). At the
time of purchase the deed (14D272) described ‘timber sawmill now being thereon with the Engines Boiler Saws
and other furniture attached thereto and used therewith’. An 1872 survey plan shows the approximate location
of the sawmill buildings and what appears to be a tramway extending to the east (Figure 65).
Advertisements run by Chew between May and September 1877, prior to the closing of the Porirua
mill offered for sale: ‘one of the best sawmill plants in the province of Wellington consisting of one 30 horse-power
steam engine, with multitubular boiler; one vertical breaking down frame; circular-saw, bench, band sawing machine,
planing machine, one good lathe, blacksmiths tools, tramway tracks, tramway horses, working bullocks, chains, blocks,
and tools of every description necessary for carrying on an extensive sawing business’ (New Zealand Times 15.06.1877,
p.1).
R27/700

Mungavin Homestead (1915)

E1754910 N5444400

Patrick Mungavin leased land in the Aotea Block on the north side of the Kenepuru stream from 1881
and purchased 118 acres outright in 1889. In 1906 he leased land in Takapu sections 17 and 19 and
was able to purchase an additional 71 acres of the Aotea Block in 1907. He appears to have purchased
section 108 some time prior to 1897. The Mungavin homestead was built in 1915, and at the time
incorporated 1.4 acres of landscaped gardens designed by Alfred Buxton. Patrick's sons Harold and
Reginald continued to farm the land after his death from 1926 until 1958. Survey plans in 1946 show
several farm buildings including a milking shed, wool shed, and iron shed either side of the road on
the south side of the Kenepuru stream. In 1986 the homestead was purchased by the Porirua City
Council and relocated to its present location 38 metres to the east to preserve it from motorway
earthworks. Some of the ancillary buildings associated with the farmstead are shown on the 1946 survey
plan within what is now Bothamley Park (SO21495; Figure 60) but none have been retained.
R27/780

Bromley’s Ferry Inn (1857-75)
McGrath’s public house (1877-1914+)

E1754870 N5444490

James Hindsley Bromley established his Ferry Inn near the confluence of the Porirua and Kenepuru
Streams in 1857. By July 1858 it was described as having ‘a four-stall stable, loose boxes, and outhouses’
and was situated on 50 acres of lot 62 in the Porirua District (Wellington Independent 28.07.1858, p.4). It
was noted as being bounded by both the ‘old’ and ‘new’ roads with a frontage of 17 chains (140 metres).
A later sale notice for the property listed “house, stables with loose boxes, pig sties, fowl-houses, stock-yard,
milking shed” on about 7 acres with fenced paddocks, orchard and gardens (Wellington Independent
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03.04.1860, p.2). When the Ferry Hotel burnt down in August 1875, it also damaged the telegraph
wires passing in front of the house (New Zealand Herald 14.08.1875, p.3).
In 1877 the newspapers reported that “A large and commodious hotel is being erected at Porirua on
the site of the old Ferry Hotel, which was recently burnt down while Mr Nelson was the landlord. The
hotel is being erected for Mr McGrath, to whom we wish success.” (New Zealand Mail 07.04.1877, p.14).
ML2854 (1872) shows McGraths Public House on the north side of the stream confluence close to
the telegraph line, and Deed Register 60D512 (1879) shows “McGraths P.H.” in a 6¾ acre lot on the
north side of the stream. Elsdon Best reported that McGrath’s building was still standing in 1914.
(Murray and Wood 2008:270).
R27/781

Building (unspecified)

E1754796 N5444475

A building in this location (on the south side of the confluence between the Porirua and Kenepuru
streams) is shown on Fitzgerald’ 1849 plan of the North Road, and on the crown grant survey plan SO
10601 (1884) where it is also generally described as ‘Landing Place’. Two buildings, one of which is
labelled ‘woolshed’ are shown here on ML1398 (1896). A building annotated ‘Anglican church’ is
shown on SO 15225 (1904).
Tramway (c.1872)
John Chew and Thomas Wagg had felling rights over section 108, and the 1872 plan shows an
alignment traversing from the mill along the northern side of the stream (Aotea 5), then crossing back
into section 108. While this does not appear to have been formed road it is reasonable to assume this
was the alignment of a tramway for extracting felled timber.
Road formation (pre-1866)
A section of privately owned road formed the eastern extent of the 1½ acres of Kinapora 108 leased
by John Chew and Thomas Wagg in 1866 (refer Figure 12). The road is mentioned in the descriptions
and sketch plans given on the various deeds: “…bounded on the north, northwest and west sides by a creek
forming the boundary of the said section [108] and on the east by a private road running through the said section [108]
the north eastern corner of which said piece of land is distant eight chains and twenty links [164.95 metres] in a straight
line from the north eastern corner of the said section one hundred and eight (108)…” Deeds register 36D934. The
road appears to have followed the approximately alignment of Champion Street and terminated short
of the boundary with section 108.
‘Old road’ formation (1904-1968)
The ‘old road’ alignment and cuttings are still evident through the eastern part of Bothamley Park and
can be clearly seen on aerial photographs from the 1940s onwards. However, the earliest archival
evidence for the formed alignment able to be uncovered were survey plans dating from 1904
(WN_SO15225). Archival sources suggest that this part of the road was not formed in 1896
(WN_B78). On the basis of this information the road appears likely to be of post-1900 construction
and is not covered by the archaeological provisions of the Heritage NZ Pouhere Taonga Act.
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Figure 57: Detail of SO_10601 overlaid on 2017 aerial

Figure 58: Detail of Fitzgerald’s 1849 plan of the Porirua Road – showing unnamed building on the south side of
Kenepuru stream
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Figure 59: Detail of ML2854 (1872) overlaid onto annotated aerial – shows McGrath’s public house and Porirua
sawmills

Figure 60: Detail of SO 21495 (1946) with locations of vegetation clearance and earthworks – shows Mungavin
homestead and associated buildings
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Figure 61: Detail from 1941 aerial SN163 183 7 with overlay of proposed works CC:BY 3.0

Figure 62: Detail from 1962 aerial with overlay of proposed works
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Figure 63: Detail from 1966 aerial SN1407 3291 48 with overlay of proposed works CC:BY 3.0

Figure 64: Detail from 1973 aerial with overlay of proposed works
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Figure 65: ML 2854 (1872) showing what appears to be the tramway alignment as a solid black line crossing the
stream on the north side of the sawmill, following the approximate alignment of the modern-day walking track then back
into Kinapora 108 a little south of the modern day footbridge

Figure 66: Alignment of the ‘old road’ within Bothamley Park as shown on 1941 aerial SN163 183 8
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The following statements of archaeological significance have been prepared for the sites recorded
within or in close proximity to the project area, which could be affected by the proposed works.
Statements have also been prepared tentatively for unrecorded midden sites of Māori origin.
Archaeological significance has been assessed according to accepted guidelines (Gumbley 1995, Walton
1999; NZHPT 2006, NZHPT 2013).
Site

Value

Assessment

John
Chew’s
sawmill
R27/694

Condition
Rarity/
Uniqueness

Unknown, but likely to be heavily modified
Uncommon. There are few identified locations in the Porirua district
where the remains of sawmills have been identified
Sawmilling was important in the economic development of the Porirua
basin, both as primary industry and in terms of opening the area up for
farming. John Chews sawmilling interests spanned across the
Wellington region, but many mills were short-lived, set up to run as
long as there was still local timber available
Good, archaeological evidence would be a complementary source of
information about local sawmilling in the mid-nineteenth century.
Good, in public reserve with walking tracks

Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Colonial era Pākehā

Site

Value

Assessment

McGrath’s
public house
Bothamley’s
Ferry Inn
R27/

Condition

Unknown, but likely to be heavily modified
Fairly common. Nineteenth century hotels and public houses were
established across New Zealand and the Wellington region. Due to
ongoing development nineteenth century hotel sites are rapidly
diminishing
The site is important contextually in terms of the Porirua Road, and
the colonial transport network through the region.
Hotel sites usually provide rich artefactual assemblages which
complement the information available from archival sources to
provide additional detail on day-to-day activities and consumer
behaviour.
Good, the site has easy public road so historic interpretative signage
could be effective

Rarity/
Uniqueness
Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Colonial era Pākehā
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Site
Bush
tramway
(unrecorded)

Value
Condition
Rarity/
Uniqueness

Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Site

Value

Road
formation
(unrecorded)
Condition
Rarity/
Uniqueness
Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Assessment
Unknown. Approximately 1 km of tramway shown on ML2854.
Area has been substantially modified. Bush tramways used timber
rails, but it is possible for these to survive as archaeological evidence
Uncommon site type locally, elsewhere in the Wellington region
timber tramrails have been excavated at Otaki forks.
Sawmilling was important in the economic development of the
Porirua basin, both as primary industry and in terms of opening the
area up for farming. John Chews sawmilling interests spanned across
the Wellington region, but many mills were short-lived, set up to run
as long as there was still local timber available
Fair, archaeological evidence would be a complementary source of
information to the scant archival records related to the extent of
timber extraction in the mid-nineteenth century.
Fair if features are found to have survived, in public reserve with
walking tracks
Colonial era Pākehā

Assessment
1860s portion likely to have been destroyed by subsequent road
formation along Champion Street.
1900s portion survives with the reserve repurposed as a walking
track
Common site type locally, and nationally.
The development of the Cannons Creek area for farming in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
Limited.
Good. Still functions as a walking track and could be referenced in
trackside interpretative panels.
Modern

Site

Value

Assessment

Unrecorded
midden

Condition
Rarity/
Uniqueness

Unknown.

Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Common site type locally, and nationally.
The Porirua basin has been occupied by people since the thirteenth
century. From the fifteenth century the area between Pukerua Bay
and Wellington harbour was settled by the Ngāti Ira. From the
nineteenth century it has been settled by Ngāti Toa. Unrecorded
shell midden sites could be associated with any of these groups.
Dependant on state of preservation. Shell midden sites provide
information on past subsistence activity and are good sources of
information about the surrounding environment in past times
Poor. Unlikely to be features with significant landscape presence or
viable for onsite interpretation.
Māori
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Site

Value

Unrecorded
track

Condition

Rarity/
Uniqueness

Contextual
Value
Information
Potential
Amenity Value
Cultural
Associations

Assessment
In the vicinity of the Stemhead site the ridgeline appears to have
been heavily modified for the existing water tank.
A networks of overland tracks were in existence prior to the arrival
of Europeans in the Porirua area. These were unformed and
invariably have little surviving archaeological footprint so are
uncommonly recorded in the archaeological site recording scheme
locally or nationally.
The Porirua basin has been occupied by people since the thirteenth
century. From the fifteenth century the area between Pukerua Bay
and Wellington harbour was settled by the Ngāti Ira. From the
nineteenth century it has been settled by Ngāti Toa. Approximate
locations of Māori tracks were recorded by Leslie Adkin.
Limited. Pre-contact Māori tracks typically have little surviving
archaeological footprint
Good. The stemhead site would be an appropriate location for
onsite (or remote access) heritage interpretation related to the track.
Māori

EFFECTS ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL VALUES

The area with greatest potential for archaeological features is at the west end of the alignment from
SH1 to Champion Street. There was extensive use of waterways including the Kenepuru stream and
Porirua estuary by Māori both for subsistence and facilitation of travel so features such as shell
middens, ovens, and soils modified for horticulture should not be unexpected. Although the physical
remains may have been removed the area north of the Kenepuru stream either side of SH1 is
reported to have been the site of Te Hiko’s cultivations and the Māori track between Porirua and
Petone via the Takapu valley also traversed this area.
This general area was at the confluence of the Kenepuru and Porirua streams and formed something
of a natural transport hub. It was the connection point between the ferry and northern road and as
such was a suitable location for the establishment of two early hotels. It was in close proximity to the
alignment of the 1849 military road, and subsequently linked with access into the Cannons creek area
for timber extraction and farming.
It should be noted that the area has undergone substantial modification in the twentieth century both
in terms of 1950s buildings, and realignment of the roads and Kenepuru stream. There are places
with substantial amounts of cut/ fill earthworks which are likely to have truncated any surviving
archaeological deposits. The most productive areas for archaeological monitoring are likely to be in
open trenching within the Champion Street road reserve, and excavation points for the trenchless
excavation. Excavations in ‘working areas’, and ‘contractors yards’, are likely to be limited, but may
also have potential to expose archaeological features.
Effects on archaeological values are assessed separately below for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer
upgrade (preferred alignment and alternative alignment), and additionally for the Cannons Creek
wetland proposal, and Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer upgrade in Champion Street.
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BOTHAMLEY PARK TRUNK SEWER UPGRADE - PREFERRED ALIGNMENT

This option reduces the amount of open trenching by maximising the use of trenchless construction.
The proposed alignment also significantly reduces modification of the sawmill site (R27/294) and
tramway alignment. Re positioning of the alignment into the Champion Street road reserve will have
a greater impact on any surviving evidence of the 1860s road formation, but there is a reasonably
strong probability that such evidence will have been obliterated by twentieth century road works
already. In contrast the comparatively less modified stream gully where the alterative alignment is
being considered has greater potential for the survival of archaeological features. Positive attributes
of trenchless construction are that much of the alignment is likely to be at a greater depth than
archaeological deposits, on the converse, where archaeological evidence is disturbed by drilling there
will be little opportunity to recover contextual information that is important for archaeological
interpretation.
BOTHAMLEY PARK TRUNK SEWER UPGRADE - ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT

This alignment traverses through the sawmill (R27/694) and along the former tramway alignment so
has greater negative outcomes for heritage preservation than the preferred alignment trenchless
option. It also crosses the former locations of a number of farm buildings most likely associated with
the Mungavin farmstead (shown on SO 21495 (1946), and mid-twentieth century aerial imagery.
Although twentieth century features are not protected by the archaeological provisions of the Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act they may still have some archaeological value for their ability to
provide information about farming activities in the eastern Porirua area prior to 1950s development.
CHAMPION STREET ROAD RESERVE WORKS

The construction of approximately 600m of pipeline in the Champion Street road reserve is outside
of the locations confirmed by Schedule 9 of the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting)
Referred Projects Order 2020 ‘Eastern Porirua Regeneration Project – Infrastructure Works’.
The western end of the proposed trenching in Champion Street follows the approximate alignment
of the section of private road shown on 1870s deeds adjacent to John Chews sawmill site (R27/694).
Further east in the vicinity of the intersection with Windley Street the Champion Street alignment
there is some overlap with the (probable) tramway alignment shown on ML2854 (see also Figure 67).
Twentieth century earthworks for road widening, realignment and services are all likely to have
impacted on any archaeological deposits within the road reserve, so the extent to which they are
likely to have survived in truncated form is unknown. From an archaeological perspective, works
contained within the Champion Street road reserve are likely to have a lesser impact on
archaeological features than open trenching within the adjacent stream gully.
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Figure 67: Plan showing project area with works areas and vegetation clearance areas in relation to heritage features
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CANNONS CREEK WETLAND

No archaeological features have been identified in this area. Until the twentieth century this area was
part of Tukapu sections 21 and 23. It is possible that unrecorded archaeological features associated
with Māori use of the waterway, or nineteenth century forest clearance and farming could be
encountered at the interface between the fill and pre-1950s ground surface. But there is no currently
available evidence for the presence of such sites. The nearest recorded archaeological site is for the
former Windley farmstead (R27/695) near the intersection of Hereford and Champion Streets.
Windley farmed Tukapu sections 21 and 23 from 1878.
PORIRUA HIGH LEVEL RESERVOIR NO.2 (STEMHEAD LANE)

The ridgeline on which the stemhead is to be located was the approximate alignment of a pre-contact
Māori track which traversed the ridgelines between Pāuatahanui inlet and the Hutt River. The track
was recorded be Leslie Adkin in the 1930s as starting in Bradeys Bay and traversing around the Duck
Creek headwaters to access the Hutt River in the vicinity of what is now the Belmont area.
No other archaeological features have been identified in this area. Until the twentieth century this
area was part of Tukapu section 30. Historic aerial photography from 1941 shows this location as
undeveloped farmland, and 1966 aerial photography shows the ridgeline was artificially levelled to
create the platform for the existing water tank. There are no other recorded archaeological features in
the immediate vicinity.

Figure 68: Detail of map from Adkin’s field notebooks vol.62, p.14 (Alexander Turnbull Library). Māori tracks
highlighted in orange and location of Te Aranga works shown in red
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Figure 69: Proposed stemhead area shown on 1941
aerial SN163 183 8

Figure 70: Proposed stemhead area overlaid on modern
aerial

Figure 71: Proposed wetland area shown on 1941
aerial SN163 183 8 with approximate edges of former
stream gully highlighted

Figure 72: Proposed wetland area overlaid on modern
aerial (indicative only as still in design stage)
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OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE HERITAGE VALUES

Generally, when considering the effects of infrastructure works on archaeological values the focus is
on minimizing avoidable damage, and the loss of a source of archaeological information is mitigated
through detailed recording, sampling and analysis of the physical evidence as provided for by the
archaeological authority process.
Archaeological and heritage values may also be enhanced where there are outcomes which promote
improved understanding and appreciation of historic heritage, or sites are afforded additional
protection either through statutory mechanisms or physical intervention (such as physical buffering
or erosion control). Where shallow works expose archaeological features, it maybe an option to
preserve these features unexcavated and insitu through reburial using a suitable geotextile protective
buffer. Protection of archaeological features may be enhanced where there is improved information
on the location, extent and condition of those features. One way of achieving this could be
geophysical survey in combination with targeted excavations to locate archaeological features in areas
not otherwise subject to earthworks.
Some of the locations along the alignment and walkway present good opportunities for interpretative
signage that could reference local historical narratives and point out features or locations of heritage
interest. Archaeological monitoring and interpretation may provide additional content.
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C ON C L U S I O N

Bothamley Park in eastern Porirua was the location of a sawmill and bush tramway from 1866-77. Part
of Champion Street follows the alignment of a private road that that was first formed in the 1860s.
The eastern part of Bothamley Park incorporates an extension of this alignment known as the ‘old
road’ which appears to have been first formed in c.1904 and closed in 1968. Parts of the park and
adjoining road reserves have been substantially modified over time and in some places the depth of
twentieth century fill is up to two metres. The only visible surface evidence relates to the post 1900
formation of the ‘old road’.
There is some potential for archaeological features and deposits to be affected by the proposed
earthworks for the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade works. These remains are principally
associated with John Chews sawmill (R27/694), but also potentially outlying features associated with
Bothamley’s Ferry Inn and John McGraths Public House (R27/780).
The proposed site for the Cannons Creek wetland has low archaeological potential. No potential sites
were identified from the historic research and this former stream gully has been heavily modified by
the terraforming earthworks of the 1950s.
The proposed site for the Stemhead Lane No.2 reservoir is located on a ridgeline that was used as a
Māori track between Pauatahnaui and the Hutt River. This may have cultural significance. But is
unlikely to have any surviving archaeological features. Inland Māori tracks such as this one were
generally unformed, and leave little archaeological footprint. The ridgeline was levelled in the mid1960s for the existing resevoir.
Overall, the likely effects of the proposed works on these sites will be limited, but there is some
potential to expose physical remains. There is some limited potential for other unrecorded
archaeological deposits associated with Māori settlement and subsistence or with late nineteenth
century forest clearance and farming to be encountered.
Archaeological deposits are protected under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014, and it is
unlawful to modify them without an archaeological authority from Heritage New Zealand. It is
therefore recommended that Te Aranga alliance applies for an archaeological authority from Heritage
New Zealand for earthworks associated with the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade works.
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R E C OM M E N DA T I ON S

•

Once finalised copies of this assessment should be distributed to Ngāti Toa Rangatira,
Porirua City Council and Heritage New Zealand with a view to further discussing
requirements for cultural protocols and the archaeological authority process.

•

That Te Aranga Alliance applies to Heritage New Zealand for an archaeological authority for
earthworks associated with the upgrade of the Bothamley Park wastewater alignment
affecting R27/694, R27/780 and unrecorded archaeological sites. This is a legal requirement.

•

That Te Aranga Alliance may consider applying to Heritage New Zealand for an
archaeological authority for earthworks associated with the creation of the wetland in the
area currently occupied by the sports field in Cannons Creek for works affecting unrecorded
archaeological sites, but this is not a legal requirement.

•

That Te Aranga Alliance may consider applying to Heritage New Zealand for an
archaeological authority for earthworks associated with the stemhead reservoir for works
affecting unrecorded archaeological sites, but this is not a legal requirement.

•

That earthworks with potential to modify archaeological features associated with Bothamley
Park Trunk Sewer Upgrade are monitored by a suitably qualified archaeologist, and that any
features encountered are recorded, sampled, and analysed in accordance with current
archaeological practice.

•

An archaeological management plan outlining how archaeological monitoring and recording
will be integrated with the construction earthworks should be prepared and submitted to
Heritage New Zealand once earthworks methodology has been developed.

•

That provision is made for interpretative sign boards along the Bothamley Park walkway
which showcase local historical narratives and point out features and sites of heritage
interest. This would need to be canvased with Porirua City Council who administer the
reserve.
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